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Media release
Zurich (CH) / Oberpfaffenhofen (DE), 01.03.2021

RUAG International completes sale of RUAG Aerospace
Services GmbH to General Atomics Europe
RUAG International has transferred all shares in RUAG Aerospace Services GmbH
to General Atomics Europe (GA-Europe). GA-Europe will take over the maintenance
activities for private aircraft and military aircraft as well as the production and
maintenance of the Dornier 228 aircraft at the Oberpfaffenhofen site as of 1 March
2021.
With the transfer of ownership (contractual closing) from RUAG Aerospace Services GmbH to
General Atomics Europe (GA-Europe), all company shares have been transferred to the new
owner. The sale process has thus been contractually completed. GA-Europe is taking over all
business activities as well as all of the approximately 420 employees. At the Oberpfaffenhofen site,
RUAG International continues to employ 800 people in aerostructures construction (RUAG
Aerostructures) – this business segment is not affected by the sale.
Felix Ammann, former Managing Director of RUAG Aerospace Services GmbH, says: "We are
very pleased with the successful conclusion and wish General Atomics Europe every success for
the future. We are convinced that they bring excellent prerequisites with them to successfully
continue the business activities and sustainably secure the jobs for the future."
Harald Robl, Managing Director of General Atomics Europe, adds: "With this acquisition, GAEurope is sustainably strengthening its market positioning in the aviation business. We have
developed a strategic concept for the future that will open up new growth and value creation
prospects for the Oberpfaffenhofen site, far beyond the existing business areas, despite the
current economic crisis.”
A corresponding agreement (signing) for the acquisition of the business activities of RUAG
Aerospace Services GmbH has already been signed by both companies on 30 September 2020
(see announcement dated 15 October 2020). The sale is in line with the concept for the unbundling
and realignment of RUAG International approved by the Swiss Federal Council on 15 March 2019.
The parties have agreed not to disclose the contractual terms.
Further developed and expanded
RUAG International took over the two divisions Services and Components of the former German
aircraft manufacturer Fairchild Dornier in 2002. After the takeover, RUAG Aerospace Structures
GmbH (RUAG Aerostructures) and RUAG Aerospace Services GmbH were created.
With the transfer of the services division, the then RUAG supplemented the product and service
portfolio with the production of the Dornier 228 and its customer support, as well as maintenance
on business jets and military helicopters. In 2007, RUAG began further development of the Do228
into the Do228 Next Generation, and in 2009 RUAG resumed production of the aircraft. The
successful maiden flight of the new series aircraft took place on 30 July 2010. To this day, the
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Do228 NG is manufactured in Oberpfaffenhofen and Customer Support looks after customers
worldwide.
In the field of military helicopter maintenance, new orders were secured for the NH90 of the
German Armed Forces. The site is thus well positioned for the future. In business jets, the
company focused on creating added value for customers through its "one-stop shop" approach.
This also strengthened its position in the market thanks to the improved customer experience.
This media release can be found here:
RUAG International: https://www.ruag.com/news
General Atomics Europe: https://www.ga-europe.com/de/news__15/
Contact RUAG International: Clemens Gähwiler, External Communication Manager,
clemens.gaehwiler@ruag; +41 76 319 28 58
Contact General Atomics Europe: Carsten Deuster, SKM Consultants GmbH, Tel.: +49 (0)2115579450, Mobile: +49 (0)172-1741295, E-Mail: carsten.deuster@skm-consultants.de
General Atomics Europe GmbH, headquartered in Dresden, is a medium-sized service and consulting company that
holds stakes in eight subsidiaries with a total of around 600 employees. In addition to business activities in the field of
aviation, the range of services includes the modernisation and maintenance of rail vehicles, the disposal of conventional
ammunition and explosives, special construction services and environmental remediation, engineering prefabricated
reinforced concrete components, environmental monitoring and water technology. Today's GA-Europe has its roots in
the former Spezialtechnik Dresden GmbH, which was taken over by the family-run US company General Atomics in
1992 and has since been consistently developed further. General Atomics is a global technology group with more than
10,000 employees and is headquartered in San Diego, California. www.ga-europe.com
RUAG International is a Swiss technology group with production sites in 14 countries and is divided into four divisions:
Space, Aerostructures, MRO International and Ammotec. RUAG International employs around 6,500 people, of whom
around two thirds work outside Switzerland. www.ruag.com
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